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Abstract
A pilot study conducted to determine whether the instruction of graphic learning strategies for the introductory course on structures in an
undergraduate architecture program had a positive effect on students’ learning performance and their attitudes. This paper discusses the pilot
study and its results. This topic of graphic learning methods for structures has been developed as a visual-biased alternative to the conventional
approach of lecture -drills. Rooted in a few of the emerging trends and theories in instruction, chief of which are multi-media learning theory
and embodied learning theory, the approach of employing graphic skills in learning introductory structures continues to develop and improve
for motivation, learner engagement, and task performance. The study’s focus encompasses forces, their addition, equilibrium, and the analysis
of external and internal forces in trusses. The pilot study, in a quasi-experimental format, assigned one class as the control (lecture, n=35) and
another class as the intervention (graphics, n=34). The midterm examination’s main task of truss analysis served as the performance assessment
tool. A post-exam survey was also conducted to gauge the attitudes of students of both classes.

Though the naturalistic setting of the classes and low sample population allows for lesser accuracy, the pilot study’s initial findings may
already suggest that the use of graphic-based strategies in teaching and learning structures may have a modest positive effect on performance
and attitudes. Further research may be conducted to add to these initial findings, as well as address questions of knowledge mastery and transfer
into design studio settings.
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Introduction of A Teaching Model
In developing an instructional model for the teaching and
learning of structures in an undergraduate architecture program,
the author proposes that collaboration, embodied action, and
explicit practice of graphics skills may serve as strategies to
achieve better motivation, engagement, and performance [1].
Certainly, the evident visual bias of architecture design students
and particular constructivist aspects of the design studio serve
as major influences in the design of the instructional model.
Furthermore, the author proposes that the integration of
graphical strategies into its instructional design may serve
as a cognitive link between concepts of structure and the
mathematical computations that are normally utilized. The
teaching and learning model offered by the author is one that
employs collaborative teams with a scaffolded learning structure.
In integrating the practice of graphic skills in the instruction,
these drawing practices would visually help students learn the
logic of force systems more confidently, while also associating
these cues cognitively in generating the equations used for
numerical analysis.
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Review of the Main Considerations in the ReDesigning of Instruction
Multimedia: text and graphics

Figure 1: Three force-loop drawings. Each variation, drawn
differently, shows the same forces graphically looping into
equilibrium, determining the last two forces accurately.

In addressing the issues of appeal and engagement in math
and science instruction, use of well-designed visuals with
narratives aids with problems of cognitive load, particularly
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for visual learners [2,3]; in short, the right kind of graphics
delivered appropriately with instruction is more effective than
without them [4]. Many of these graphically-aided approaches
to teaching are based on the multimedia learning theory by
Mayer [5]. In his work, Mayer discusses how text (hearing)
combines with graphics (seeing) to access prior knowledge,
and, hence, construct new knowledge. For a structures course,
it would follow that the use of graphics in instruction can guide
students better in learning structural logic and writing the force
-equilibrium equations from the drawings’ cues. The nature of
drawings and diagrams would also help to give the class a more
familiar architectural flavor (Figure 1).
Scaffolded and collaborative learning

Figure 2: The proposed model combines active collaboration.

Figure 3: Collaboration at work. Groups construct knowledge
via peer-talk and argumentation in their “territory” with their own
board-space. The instructor slips in and out as a “guest”.

While most of the topics in introductory structures are not
complicated, these many sets of steps build upon other sets of
steps, making the learning of tasks quite complex, particularly
for novice learners; scaffolded modes of instruction are
recommended to optimize complex learning while managing
cognitive load [6] (Figure 2). Furthermore, knowledge can
strengthen in the class’ social environment when peers
activate collaborative learning [7] with clarifying arguments
and discussion [8] (Figure 3). These collaborative learning
“territories” swing the class environment to the students’
favor, allowing for more channels of communication between
instructors, learners, and their peers. Interactive participation
trumps passive reception of content [9,10].
Learning by actual drawing action

“Learning by doing” is an old and enduring phrase. Surely
there is something to it; Mueller and Oppenheimer state that
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learning is better when notes were written by hand, instead
of taken with a laptop [11]. The key idea is the engagement of
the mind in interpreting knowledge into self-authored notes,
instead of just taking copious notes without the comprehension
of content. Similarly, in early design studio, exercises develop
skills and craft through manual execution. Thus, seizing on the
learners’ unique capacity to draw precisely, and using these
very motions to aid in the learning of often-elusive structural
concepts, the instructional model takes graphics a step further
by incorporating embodied learning (learning with/through
intentional motions) [12]. Just like dance or sports, mastery
of knowledge would translate to learning with intentional
movements and muscle-memory [13].
Why Redesign the instructional model?

Considered for the achievement and cultivation of mindful
learning [14], the proposed model for teaching and learning
expands on the conventional cognitivist approach to learning
math and science; it involves activated graphics, scaffolded
collaboration, and embodied learning methods. Associations
developed with these multimodal strategies aim to effect better
mastery and engagement [15]. But really, why bother? Won’t this
just be making a challenging class more confusing? Regarding
teaching and learning, there are pros and cons to doing either
method. With the math -only approach, the familiarity offers the
student a feeling of less stress, with learning happening only
in one mode. However, as the author has repeatedly observed,
this mathematical form is not the architecture student’s regular
mode of expression. Thus, the learner’s mind is more loaded
as it comprehends a multiple-force exercise and translates it
directly into its equational forms. And with this approach, the
student must stay on top of several things: Are all the forces
accounted for? Are their components derived accurately? Are
their orientations properly signified (+/-)? What does a positive
or negative final answer mean?
With the incorporation of precise graphics, all forces are
accounted for more easily as they are drawn to scale. Each
force’s arrowhead orientation, and its projection into X and Y
components states whether it sign would be a “plus” or a “minus”.
Using these visual cues directly into equations will show that
correct final answers will always be “positive”. Compared to
the conventional approach of computations, this integration of
drawing does pose an additional load; however, doing graphics
correctly unloads their head of doubts and firms up their
competency in the end task of solving equations. Along with this
competency comes the motivational boosts of satisfaction and
confidence [16]. So, the question now is: does it work?

The Design of the Pilot Study
A quasi-experimental Setup

Similar to an experiment, the pilot study’s hypothesis asks
whether the integration of graphical skills makes for better
learning versus the conventional cognitive format of calculations
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alone. There were only two sections for this study; the morning
control group (n=35), and the afternoon intervention group
(n=34). Active-collaborative instruction was practiced in both
sections. However, the morning class focused solely on the
mode of analytical equations as its operating “dialect”, while
the afternoon class practiced the two modes of precise drawing
and the writing of equations for analysis. The topics of forces,
equilibrium, and moments built upon each other towards the
major task of analyzing simple trusses completely. Figure 4
shows a sample of the main exercise of truss analysis given in
the midterm examination; this challenge served as the study’s
measurable assessment.

the main one was the possibility of peer collaboration presence
in the individual exercises. As groups form a bond during
collaboration, this mechanism often pervades into the graded
work; and while this may be part and parcel of a more effective
learning experience at the scale of the class itself, it does not
represent a measure of individual competency (Table 1).

The Test and the Observed Results
The main task: truss analysis

The assessment measures the knowledge and skills in the
addition and equilibrium of multiple forces, moments, and
their application into the analysis of a truss for its external
reactions and internal bar forces. Shown below are comparative
solutions to the analysis of the truss. Figure 5 shows the
conventional application of equations of equilibrium, and the
alternate approach of balancing with fractions, to determine
external reactions to the assigned loads. A moment equation
selects a reference point as a pivot, and all forces are paired
with corresponding distances (measured from the pivot point).
Fraction-ratios employ the understanding of uneven seesaws or
balances to generate reactions for each force or force group.

Figure 4: The midterm examination’s simple truss shown
above served as the study’s performance assessment. The
morning class employed only computations for their analysis,
the afternoon class chose between using computations, or
analyzing the truss with the color-coded Maxwell Diagram.

Measures of performance and engagement
Although novice learning is facilitated with the use of
active collaboration, the end goal of the instruction is achieving
individual knowledge mastery. Hence, using the midterm
test’s major exercise as a performance assessment device was
logical. It allows for individual performance to be measured in a
controlled and timed environment. Performance was measured
in terms of completeness and correctness of the required
analysis. As a correlational measure, completion of the midterm
test itself against time was also noted. Finally, for a window into
student attitudes, an informal survey was given one week after
the midterm test was conducted.
Table 1: Average and standard deviation for the truss analysis exercise
(non-test). Though the afternoon class scored better, with a tighter variance, the data cannot speak to individual mastery.
Truss Analysis Exercise (non-test)
Class

N

Ave. (%)

Std. Dev.

(control) AM

34

84.27

13.495

(interv) PM

33

92.83

2.228

Before a report on the raw findings of the midterm test begins,
a quick explanation must be given as to why this pilot study did
not include regular non -test exercises (aka in-class works, or
home works were not considered). Of the different valid reasons,
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Figure 5: Finding reactions via two methods. The equationexclusive method (top) uses more writing time, ink, and involves
mentally organizing more numerical elements. The alternative
approach (bottom) works with a more tacit intuition of ratios, and
the thinking is strongly linked with the scaled graphic. Less ink.

Conventionally, the dominant code of analysis is calculations;
in the author’s opinion, this has the tendency of relocating the
student’s mind away from the presented graphics to another
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“place”. Alternatively, the author believes that practicing fractions
or ratios integrates graphic intuition in applying principles
of moments. Both approaches are technically valid as both
solving strategies are based on the same concept of moments
or torque. However, less ink (and thus less time, and perhaps,
less mental clutter) is involved in the practice of fractioning
loads into their reaction locations. Once external equilibrium is
established, the work proceeds to finding internal forces. Figure
6 shows two approaches: the conventional method of joints with
its usage of Σ X/ΣY equilibrium equations, and the alternative
method of graphically drawing nested force loops onto one
another in proper scale, aka the Maxwell Diagram. As seen in
Figure 6, computations dominate in the conventional method
of joints. Maybe familiar to students, this mode of mathematical
communication is not always practiced masterfully by students.
The writing and processing of equations carry with them

corresponding rules of logic and syntax that need to be observed.
For the structural topics in particular, the use of positive or
minus signs in an equation need care in their setup to avoid
misdirection. Once equations are fully processed, a positive or
negative sign in the resulting answer does not signify direction
but confirmation, thus lending another meaning to the same
symbols. Furthermore, the directional orientation of the forces,
even when correctly done, does not directly signal that a force
has a compressive or tensile nature; another act of decoding
is necessary. Finally, and often overlooked, the directions of
forces at a joint must be reversed at the next adjacent joint to be
analyzed, whether positive or negative. Otherwise, misdirection
will compound embedded errors in further joints to be analyzed.
That is certainly a lot of important details to keep track of in the
head of an architecture student who does not regularly practice
the language of math and algebra as familiar territory.

Figure 6: Internal analysis of truss forces in two methods. The conventional approach aka method of joints, (top) with its dominant use of
equations, and the alternative method (bottom) employing drawing skills to generate a diagram of nested force loops, known as the Maxwell
diagram. Similar to finding reactions via moment equations, the conventional method operates in the “dialect of math-text”; and, just as
similar, there is more writing time, ink, and the mental management of the numbers, variables, and operators. In contrast, the Maxwell
diagram’s force loops link atop each other, using visual aspects of scale, orientation, and color to determine internal bar forces. There is
observably a faster completion time, a more informative and cleaner visual, with the same requisite accuracy.
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In the alternative method of drawing force-loops, there are
also corresponding rules of operation to follow. In analyzing
a truss joint, known forces must be sequentially drawn as a
chain of scaled vectors, with their arrowheads forming a oneway traffic run. This clues in a goal of continuing the run with
the orientation of the two unknown truss bar forces, handily
establishing equilibrium when the run returns to the starting
point. In applying this method, the guiding rule of one- way traffic
chain of vectors reveals force directions visually. The arrowheads
transferred to their respective bars in the joint detail also reveal
the compressive or tensile nature of the force. Then comes the
simple step in the procedure to “mirror-image” (reverse) each
force’s arrowhead direction at the other end of the bars. Setting
up equilibrium equations becomes a straightforward, direct
translation the graphic drawing’s arrowhead directions into the
corresponding positive or minus signs, sans guesswork.
What is Suggested by the Performance Numbers?

Table 2: Shows results of the two sections’ performance in the midterm
examination’s truss analysis task.
Truss Analysis Exercise (midterm test)
Class

N

Ave. (%)

Std. Dev.

(control) AM

35

67.31

24.092

(interv) PM

34

70.59

24.947

Table 2 shows results of the two sections’ performance in
the midterm examination’s truss analysis task. On initial review,
the average performances from both classes show no significant
difference. Furthermore, both classes display the same large
variance in scores (std. dev.). The initial reaction would be to say
that the graphical techniques in the pedagogy were not working
better as an alternative. However, on review, the researcher
then recalled that students in the intervention class were
allowed to select their preferred method in analyzing for truss
forces. Table 3 below shows a clarified view of the results from
the intervention class alone; scores show a marked difference
between those that practiced the conventional method vs. those
that utilized the graphical approach.
Table 3: Shown are the overall PM class performance numbers (top),
scores by students who used the conventional method of joints (middle), and scores by students who applied the graphical procedure, aka
Maxwell Diagram (bottom).
Truss Analysis Exercise (midterm test)
Class PM

N

Ave. (%)

Std. Dev.

Overall

34

70.59

24.947

Maxwell Diag.

25

72.91

23.439

Method of Joints

9

58.89

25.276

With this clarification, the numbers were re-grouped to
respond better to the study’s research question, “Will the
integration of graphics in the instruction improve learning
performance in this particular set of structural topics?” Table
4 shows the performance numbers updated to reflect scores
based on the chosen analysis method utilized for the exercise,
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instead of class time. What the numbers now suggest is that
the integration of graphical skills in the instruction may have a
positive effect on the learning.
Table 4: Data updated and regrouped to show performance average
and standard deviations, based on the analysis method that was chosen by students for this exercise, now exhibiting a larger difference in
performance averages, possibly significant.
Truss Analysis Exercise (midterm)
Analysis
method

N

Ave. (%)

Std. Dev.

Method of Joints

44

65.59

24.334

Maxwell Diag.

25

72.91

23.439

Maxwell Diag.

25

72.91

A Supportive Clue: Pace of Completion

23.439

In both the control and intervention classes, I began the
test session by settling the students into their seats, giving
the students their test packets, reminding them of testing
procedures, and wishing them good luck. The midterm test, as a
whole, was designed for a time period of 2.5 hours. At the 2 -hour
mark, I noted how many have submitted their exam. Reminders
of time were announced at 10 minutes, 5 minutes, and 2 minutes
to the ending time mark of 2.5 hours. At this point, those who
were still working on their test had to submit them in. I then
took note of how many were “unfinished” at this time. The table
below lists the differences between the AM and PM classes, in
terms of their relative performance completion.
Table 5: Midterm test completion rates. The morning control class displayed a different pace of completion compared to the afternoon intervention class at both the 2.0 and 2.5-hour marks.
Midterm Exam Completion Rate
Class

N

@2.0-Hr Mark

@2.5-Hr Mark

(control) AM

35

8/35 (22.9%)

31/35 (88.6%)

Maxwell Diag.

25

72.91

23.439

(interv) PM

34

18/34 (52.9%)

33/34 (97.1%)

As Table 5 shows, the AM control class was relatively
slower, with fewer students done at 2 hours, and four students
unfinished by the final submission time mark of 2.50 hours. The
PM class had more students done at both time marks. Notably,
the one person in the PM class who was not able to complete
the test happened to start the examination an hour late. This
observation may serve as a correlational clue or it may mean
nothing. However, let me offer the proposal that this measure
of relatively better testing speed may point to a higher level of
knowledge competency under pressure in the intervention PM
class, and this competency may be an influence on students’
self-confidence. This may find further support in the fact
that intervention-class students who scored the worst on this
midterm’s truss analysis task opted to apply the conventional
method of analysis; somewhat expectedly, they were observably
less confident, and took their test to the end of the time limit.
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Survey Results-Student Feedback
One week after conducting the midterm examination, an
online survey was administered to try to gauge student attitudes
towards the class and the teaching-learning approaches.
Questions were asked for their feedback on different aspects
of their experience: overall satisfaction, content organization,
instructional clarity, class pacing, collaborative learning
effectiveness, works done in-class, and their attitude towards
their chosen analysis method. For many of these questions
regarding their learning experience, the survey data were
similar from both the control and the intervention class.
Satisfaction overall was at 66 -68%. 70-80% felt the classes were
well organized. 43-45% felt the classes were paced just right.
With the extra load of learning graphic skills, the afternoon class,
expectedly, had a higher percentage of students who felt the pace
was slightly fast. Both classes felt that the clarity of instruction
was similarly mixed. 68-82% felt collaborative learning was
effective. 80-82% approved of doing exercise works in class.
Students also submitted candid commentary. The overall picture
from their statements strongly suggested for an atmosphere of
collaboration in the learning, a steady diet of in-class works, a
resonance with scaffolding techniques to build up their mastery
of knowledge and skills, and an avoidance of being “thrown
into the pool” with discovery learning techniques [17,18]. Of
the different questions asked in the survey, I realized I could
not ask the most relevant question: whether the conventional
analysis method of joints or the graphics-integrated method of
force-loops was the more preferred approach to learning truss
analysis.
Unsurprisingly, the majority of students in the afternoon
class opted for the graphic Maxwell diagram method vs. the
equational method of joints. Their better task performance
and their faster completion pace would have contributed to a
stronger sense of satisfaction and confidence. Most importantly,
they were able to answer this question because they were
equipped to analyze a truss both ways and had a choice as to
which method they preferred. But I could not ask a similar
question of the morning control class; they were given only the
conventional approach that used conventional math procedures.
With no exposure nor experience in the alternative approach,
these students could not qualify to respond informatively to this
key question. Therefore, I had to ponder on that point, as well as
think on the initial findings of this pilot study.

Reflections and Recommendations

In thinking of what this initial study’s findings may mean,
and how the control-intervention testing setup may improve for
future research, I realize I could also temper my expectations.
I should remind myself that the pilot study is not strictly an
experiment; this is due to many naturalistic factors or conditions
that could not be strictly regulated. Students were not randomly
assigned to the morning or afternoon class; the level of alertness
and energy in students themselves may have been different from
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one time of day to another. The quality of daylight across the
hours could also affect the perceived ambiance of the physical
learning environment, etc. Factors that vary due to the difference
of time could contribute to differences, yet the causes may
not be easy to pinpoint. Thus, while the study is designed and
conducted to be as close to an experiment as possible, it really
is quasi-experimental, and conclusions could not be reported as
reliably absolute; they can only be, at best, strongly suggested or
inferred; this is a point made more evident with the study’s lowpower population of n~70.

Nevertheless, even if the statistical power of the study can
only be mild or fair at best, particular points regarding the
improvement of instruction can already find some backing.
While the research shall continue to develop along the direction
of graphics integration in the instruction, the author recognizes
that the strategy, selected to align with the architecture students’
visual learning bias, can also be considered an application of
Mayer’s multimedia learning theory, or a deliberate strategy of
weaving different yet associated media modes in teaching [19].
I hope to be able to investigate this topic of instruction as a
longitudinal study, with incremental updates.
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